FIRE BLANKET FOR SMOTHERING OUTBREAK OF FIRE IN VEHICLES

- Quickly isolates a burning vehicle
- Prevents it burning up entirely
- Prevents the spread of fire
- Stops the release of smoke
A SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR CONTROLLING THE OUTBREAK OF FIRE IN VEHICLES

THE LEADER STOP FIRE BLANKET:

- Prevents the spread of vehicle fire by smothering it
- Prevents the fire from spreading to other vehicles or nearby infrastructures
- Efficiently stops the release of toxic and opaque fumes
- Limits the damages caused by the incident
- Makes it easier for firemen to control the fire, circumscribing it with minimum means and in the shortest time possible

PRINCIPLE AND USE:

- LEADER Stop is fast and easy to deploy by 2 operators.
- It must be left in place for at least 20 min. to completely smother the fire
- The blanket will be removed by firefighters previously called
- LEADER Stop can also be used for fire outbreaks in motorbikes, metal dustbins, machine tools, etc.

CHARACTERISTICS:

- LEADER Stop resists high temperatures (silicon glass fibres)
- It comes in a very large size
- It is uniquely and can be used to wrap around various cars
- It does not require any maintenance or servicing
Effective in many circumstances!
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